Please examine this proof thoroughly! Begin until this proof is accepted so we urge you to expedite approval and return the proof to us.

Discrepancies, please note them on this proof and return it to us immediately. A corrected proof, if requested, will be sent to you for approval.

The content of this proof represents the final reproduction of graphics (not color), text, specifications and die shape that will be produced on press. Should you find any discrepancies, please note them on this proof and return it to us immediately. A corrected proof, if requested, will be sent to you for approval.

My signature below signifies acceptance of this proof and I accept responsibility for the accuracy of the production order based on this proof.
Thank you for your trust and confidence in MPI Label Systems. PLEASE EXAMINE THIS PROOF THOROUGHLY! MPI Label Systems is not legally responsible for the content of this proof. The content of this proof represents the final reproduction of graphics (not color), text, specifications and die shape that will be produced on press. Should you find any discrepancies, please note them on this proof and return it to us immediately. A corrected proof, if requested, will be sent to you for approval. PRODUCTION SCHEDULING CANNOT BEGIN until this proof is accepted so we urge you to expedite approval and return the proof to us.

My signature below signifies acceptance of this proof and I accept responsibility for the accuracy of the production order based on this proof.

Please do not reply to the sender of this email. Correspondence should go to your MPI Account Service Representative: Cara Wilson.

My signature below signifies acceptance of this proof and I accept responsibility for the accuracy of the production order based on this proof.